Additional terms when registering a domain name through a local contact person
Domain name:________________________________________________ *
The customer wants to register a domain name under a top level domain that requires the owner of the domain
name and/or admin-c to have a local national presence in the country concerned.
AB Name ISP shall, at the customer’s request, assign a local contact that the customer may choose to use. The
customer is aware that a domain name that is registered through a local contact person will not officially be owned
by the customer. Ownership will instead be registered to the local contact person. The customer will, however, be
able to administer the domain name through its control panel at AB Name ISP as long as the renewal fee is paid and
the relevant terms and conditions are accepted. The customer acknowledges that a domain name registration through
a local contact only serves as a temporary solution until the customer can meet the top-level domain’s requirement of
a local presence.
Domain names for which the customer is not the registered owner cannot change registrar. Hence, such domain
names shall continue to be registered with AB Name ISP as registrar. The customer can, however, change the owner
(in accordance with the current price list) of the domain name when the customer in the future establishes a
company in the country in question and wish to transfer ownership and/or admin-c to that company.
AB Name ISP has no control over the assigned local contact and has no formal possibility to affect the relationship
between the customer and the local contact. The relationship between the local contact and the customer is thus
completely separate from the customer’s relationship with AB Name ISP. This means that AB Name ISP under no
circumstances can be held liable for the actions of the local contact, e.g. if the local contact becomes bankrupt, is
purchased/sold or acts inappropriately. Neither can AB Name ISP be held liable for decisions that affect the domain
name in question and that have been made by the top level domain’s registry. Such decisions include, but are not
limited to, decisions concerning deregistration.
To register domain names in order to resell them later (known as warehousing) is not permitted. Domain names
which infringe third party trademarks may be erased or transferred to the legitimate holder of rights without
compensation to the customer. If AB Name ISP or the local contact becomes subject of claim or penalty fee because
of action or omission by the customer, its employees or other subject hired by the customer, including but not
limited to claims in relation to trademark infringement, the customer shall indemnify both AB Name ISP and the
local contact in relation to court verdict, settlement, penalty fee, cost, including costs for legal counsel, court fees
other or costs in relation to court proceedings or administrative proceeding costs, which are imposed on AB Name
ISP or the assigned local contact in connection with investigation or defense due to such claim or penalty fee.
By agreeing to these special conditions is also approved AB Name ISP's terms and conditions available at:
http://www.nameisp.com/generalagreement.asp

The customer has read and accepts the above
Company *:

Contact person*:

Address*:

Zip code & City*:

Telephone*:
Signature by
authorized signatory*:

Date *:
Clarification of
signature*:

* Mandatory information

This document shall be sent to Name ISP by letter or fax. See contact information below.
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